APPLICATION NOTE

MD8480B
W-CDMA Signalling Tester

-Reference Material for JATE Test-

ANRITSU CORPORATION
19th section (1)

In the setup below, The UE control channel signal is inputted to the oscilloscope from the ‘Detector Out’ connector on the MD8480A/B rear panel. The Access Slot timing is inputted to the oscilloscope from the MD8480A/B. Then, both timings are compared. For Access Slot timing, please refer to the instruction manual Appendix I.
19th section (2)

- In the setup below, transmission timing errors of the UE communication channel are confirmed by the MONITOR of the MD8480A/B control PC.

- Transmission timing is indicated by the red circled area in the left figure.
- Measurement error is ±0.6 Chip.
- For timing zero point correction, please refer to Appendix J.1.2 and J.1.3 of the instruction manual.
20th section (1)

- In the setup below, the UE control channel signal is inputted to the oscilloscope from the ‘Detector Out’ connector on the MD8480A/B rear panel and is measured. (The UE RF signal can be measured by a spectrum analyzer as well.) The difference between the Preamble and the Message Part can be changed to 7680 Chips or 12800 Chips by scenario.

20th section (2)

- Test can be performed using the same setup as 20th section (1) as in the figure below. The difference is that the “#define AICH_ACK_NACK” parameter is set to AICH_NACK by scenario.
26th section

- With the setup below, the MD8480 DPCCH transmission power is reduced during communication. The SPA time domain measurements use the voltage reduction of the Detector Out connector when UE transmission stops as the SPA trigger. Then, the transition of both the UE transmission power and MD8480 transmission power are confirmed.
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